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Abstract
The goal of this article is to give invariant necessary and sufficient conditions for a quadratic system, presented in whatever normal form, to have anyone of 17 out of the 20 phase
portraits of the family of quadratic systems with two complex conjugate invariant lines
intersecting at a finite real point. The systems in this family have a maximum of one limit
cycle. Among the 17 phase portraits we have two with limit cycles. We also give invariant
necessary and sufficient conditions for a system to have one of the three remaining phase
portraits, out of which one has a limit cycle and another one a homoclinic loop. In the
region R determined by these last conditions, due to the presence of systems with a homoclinic loop, an analytic condition, the three phase portraits cannot be separated by algebraic
conditions in terms of invariant polynomials. We also give the bifurcation diagram of this
family, outside the region R , in the twelve parameter space of coefficients of the systems.
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